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NEWS

NATIONAL &
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS + ETON
RANGE UPDATE

RAAG IN THE
COMMUNITY,
AUTOCORNER
KICKSTART
WORKSHOP

RAAG’s nomination as a finalist in the
Community section of the prestigious
Australian Road Safety Awards for
Ripple Effect v2 road safety video was
exciting for all those involved in the
project.
For a small voluntary organisation,
RAAG’s nomination among large

well-resourced organisations such
as RACQ, Victoria Police and several
large regional and city councils across
Australia is something to be proud of.
Ripple Effect V2 was launched in
September 2017. Watch here.

COMMUNITY PROJECTS
RAAG is actively seeking expression of interest from the business and corporate
community to assist with sponsorship for important road safety initiatives.
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VALE BOB SIM

www.raag.com.au

LIGHTS ON AND LIVE – educating motorists of the importance of driving with their
headlights on in the daytime
DISTRACTED DRIVING – educating a change in behaviour on mobile phone use
while driving
WORK OUT VISIBLY – encouraging pedestrians, runners and cyclists to consider
ways to make themselves visible to motorists when exercising on and near the
road.
If your business is in a position to partner with RAAG on any of these, or other
community projects, please make contact.
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LOCAL NEWS

Multiple incidents at Walkerston

QUEENSLAND NEWS

Belt up Below the Bump

SOURCE: Carol Single

As work progresses on the Mackay Ring Road
there have been recent road crash incidents at
Walkerston. They include a car which collided with
the pub, and a truck rolling and losing its load of
steel close to the school crossing.
Motorists are reminded to drive with caution.

Drivers showing no regard to safety

SOURCE: Courier Mail

ALARMING
data
shows
many
pregnant
Queenslanders are not wearing seat belts correctly
or are scared to wear them at all, putting both mother
and baby at risk, a respected obstetrician warns.
Medical specialist Rebecca Kimble said a preliminary
survey of 166 pregnant women in Brisbane showed
more than four in 10 were concerned a seat belt could
cause harm to them or their baby in an accident.

SOURCE: QLD Police Service

Qld. Police are concerned about the recent spate
of high range speeding, drug and high range drink
driving interceptions that have occurred on the
Peak Downs Hwy. One as high as 0.183. Officers
were disappointed to see drivers showing no regard
for the safety of other road users.

Local business award finalist

SOURCE: www.transtech.net.au

Congratulations to a local family owned business,
Zarb Road Transport on being a finalist in the
Australian Trucking Association Awards. Zarbs is well
known and recognised in the Mackay region carting
raw and processed products from raw sugar cane.
SOURCE: Australian Trucking Association

“Because of this false belief, women aren’t wearing
their seat belts correctly, or choosing not to wear
them at all – which could have serious or devastating
implications,” Associate Professor Kimble said.
“From a pregnancy perspective it’s frightening that
almost half the women don’t know how to wear a
seat belt properly or are terrified to wear it at all.”
Queensland Health has launched a social media
campaign they’ve called “Belt up Below the Bump” to
advise women of the best way to protect themselves
and their baby in a car accident. It’s believed to be the
first public health campaign of its kind in Australia.
Prof Kimble said the safest and most comfortable
way to correctly wear a seatbelt for expectant
mothers was with the lap belt “below the bump”
and the sash between the breasts and to the side
of the pregnant uterus, not across. The experienced
obstetrician has written Queensland Health’s
guidelines for the care of pregnant women after a
trauma, such as a car accident.
She said she had treated women who had lost
unborn babies because they had not used a seat belt
correctly.
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NATIONAL NEWS

Load Restraint Guide for 2018

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
In France: Hands on the
wheel and eyes on the road

SOURCE: Whichcar.com.au

Road safety organisations and stakeholders throughout
the world are now recognising the dangers of mobile
phone usage while driving and the need for strict laws
restricting their use.

SOURCE: www.ntc.gov.au

Loading heavy vehicles safely is vital to preventing
injury to people and damage to property, as well as
providing economic benefits when the load arrives
at its destination intact.
The Load Restraint Guide 2018 provides transport
drivers, operators, and other participants in the
transport chain of responsibility with basic safety
principles which should be followed for the safe
carriage of loads on road vehicles. The National
Transport Commission has recently completed the
review and update of the Load Restraint Guide in
close consultation with stakeholders.
To view the 2018 Load Restraint Guide click here.
To view the 2018 Load Restraint Guide for Light
Vehicles click here.

However, and better still hands on the wheel and eyes
on the road. Pulling over and stopping your car to use
your phone is now illegal in France. But are tougher
laws enough to prevent phones being a dangerous
distraction?
French motorists will now be penalised for using their
mobile phones in their cars even if they have stopped,
pulled over or have the hazard lights on. The ban
imposed by a French Court means you could even
be fined €135 (A$210), and three demerit points for
touching your phone. The new laws, which apply to
calls, texting and other functions such as social media,
music or navigation apps, came about after a driver
appealed a fine issued for using a phone while he was
parked at a roundabout with his hazard lights on. In
order to change the rule the court had to redefine what
driving means, and ruled that it’s anytime when sitting
in the driver’s seat away from a designated parking
spot, or somewhere off the road where it’s legal to park.

Driving Tip of the Month : Drive with your headlights on and live.
Eton Range Project Update

SOURCE: Qld. Dept. of Transport and Main Roads

Works are progressing on the Eton Range Realignment
Project which is due to be completed mid-2019. A
small section of the new alignment at the bottom

of the range was completed and opened to traffic in
January 2018. Works are continuing on the project’s
many Reinforced Earth Embankments (REE’s). The
most critical part of the works, REE 2 is located
around the upper hairpin bend and can now be seen
from the bottom of the range. Once completed, REE 2
will be 780 metres in length, up to 45 metres high and
will widen part of the range to four lanes. The next
traffic switch is scheduled to take place in late 2018
when works on the REE 2 are completed, and traffic is
moved to operate on the new ‘down’ alignment (one
lane in each direction) while works on the new ‘up’
alignment are finalised.
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RAAG IN THE COMMUNITY:
Apprentices benefit from
hearing from RAAG

AUTOCORNER KICK START
WORKSHOP

SOURCE: Autocorner

RAAG recently conducted road safety sessions with
local companies as part of their 2018 apprentice
intakes.
In January, Glencore welcomed 21 apprentices from
all trades who benefited from RAAG’s road safety
presentation as part of their induction.

Young people were shown how to stay safe on the
roads at Autocorner’s Kickstart Workshop recently.
Young drivers and their parents heard from RAAG
and representatives from Queensland Police on a
range of matters. Autocorner regularly hold Kick
Start Workshops, see website for details here.

Cameras to capture drivers
using phones while driving

Mackay Sugar’s 2018 apprentice intake also were
involved with RAAG in January.
RAAG welcomes contact from businesses
throughout the Mackay region who believe their staff
would benefit from participating in an interactive
road safety presentation. Not just apprentices but
staff in general take away valuable tools from RAAG
road safety workshops.
Any local business is welcome to contact RAAG
to assist in arranging road safety presentations to
their staff.

Distratcted Driving
Some recent statements to come out regarding
RAAG’s road safety focus for 2018.
RAAG’S Facebook page has some useful and
informative information on distracted driving so
check it out and better still, GET INVOLVED. Road
safety is everybody’s business.
Share your ideas and thoughts on how RAAG can
help improve our driving behaviours.

SOURCE: Courier Mail

QUEENSLAND Police are considering camera
technology capable of photographing drivers using
mobile phones behind the wheel to combat road
crashes in the state.
Assistant Commissioner Mike Keating said he was
aware of the world-first red light-style camera,
which has recently been trialled in Victoria.
“We will monitor that trial and see how it looks in
terms of effectiveness and if we see some benefit
in it, then certainly we’ll take it to the Government in
the future,” he said.
The move came as police issued a desperate plea to
Queenslanders to follow road rules.
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How did I get involed:
Graeme Ransley, former
road safety co-ordinator
of RAAG visited my
workplace for a toolbox
talk on road safety. After
discussions and further
visits Graeme invited me
to an AGM and asked
if I was interested in
becoming a committee
member, which I was,
Nicole Biki - Safety, Training &
and subsequently became. Environmental Coordinator at
This was at the AGM in
Consolidated Plastics & Epoxy
2016, I have not looked
(Qld) Pty Ltd
back.

My role: As a committee member I contribute to
discussion and contribute to ideas on projects for the
group. It’s about looking at things from a different
perspective.
I want to be involved with RAAG because road safety
affects us all from my workplace to my family and
friends. We are all road users and if I can give some
input to make our roads safer, that can only be a
good thing. My workplace also supports my position
on RAAG; more businesses need to get involved and
become active.

CENTRAL REGION ROAD TOLL
FATALITIES
2018:
9/4/18

COMPARATIVE QLD

2017:

2018:

SOURCE: Queensland Road Crash Weekly Report No: 1057 Data Extracted: 9 Apr 2018

RAAG
CONTACTS:
RAAG meets on the second Thursday of each

month - 10am at the Department of Transport
and Main Roads, Ness Street, Mackay.

* Please note that venues are subject to change so please confirm this
via email, if you would like to attend.

Email: admin@raag.com.au
Postal: PO Box 3105, Mackay North, QLD 4740
Website: www.raag.com.au

VALE BOB SIM

SOURCE: Carol Single

In January RAAG sadly lost a founding member and
valued life member Robert (Bob) Sim. Pictured right
in 2017 with Graeme Ransley and Noel Lang at the
opening of Susie Whitehead Memorial Rest Area,
Nebo.
Bob became involved in the Road Accident Action
Group (RAAG) at its inception in 2002, when he was
regional manager of Royal Automobile Club of Qld
(RACQ). Bob’s input and dedication to developing
and implementing road safety strategies set the
benchmark for RAAG and where it is today. RAAG
has implemented numerous strategies over the
years with Bob’s involvement. Bob was instrumental
in fatigue initiative ‘Fatigue Sucks’ which, while
simple, received recognition both interstate and
internationally in the USA. We will never know how
many lives “Fatigue Sucks” saved. Police would
stop motorists on highways and hand out the
Fatigue Suck cards raising awareness of fatigue; a
small card containing fatigue information with lolly
attached.
Graeme Ransley spoke on behalf of RAAG at Bob’s
memorial service held at the MECC. A moving
tribute, Graeme shared stories of Bob’s involvement
with RAAG, and the skill, dedication and passion
with which Bob’s devotion to road safety were
highlighted.
Chairman: Noel Lang 0409 588 454
Road Safety Coordinator: Richard Incledon 0455 022 299
Vice Chairman: Brett Hoskin
Secretary: Carol Single
Treasurer: John Frater
Committee Members: Graeme Ransley, Cr. Geoff Bethel,
Cr. Kev Casey
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